**Monday**

**pizza, flatbreads:**
- classic cheese pizza
- pepperoni pizza
- margherita pizza
- buffalo chicken pizza
- thai chicken flatbread

**sides:**
- garlic knots
- pizza topping

**salad:**
- strawberry & feta salad

---

**Tuesday**

**pizza, flatbreads:**
- classic cheese pizza
- pepperoni pizza
- greek pizza
- chicken broccoli alfredo pizza
- mediterranean flatbread

**sides:**
- garlic knots
- pizza topping

**salad:**
- garden salad

---

**Wednesday**

**pizza, flatbreads:**
- classic cheese pizza
- pepperoni pizza
- roasted vegetable pizza
- fiesta chicken pizza
- sausage & pepper calzone

**sides:**
- garlic knots
- pizza topping

**salad:**
- caesar salad

---

**Thursday**

**pizza, flatbreads:**
- classic cheese pizza
- pepperoni pizza
- portobello and bleu cheese pizza
- meatball pizza, ww crust
- broccoli & cheese calzone

**sides:**
- garlic knots
- pizza topping

**salad:**
- garden salad

---

**Friday**

**pizza, flatbreads:**
- classic cheese pizza
- pepperoni pizza
- spicy italian calzone
- spinach parmesan flatbread
- pizza core: carnivore

**sides:**
- garlic knots
- pizza topping

**special:**
- mexican street corn

**salad:**
- strawberry & feta salad